
 

Game Shinobido Way Of The Ninja For Pc

from the very beginning, you'll notice that the game doesn't handle camera angles that well -- the
camera sometimes just plain refuses to move, so that you're forced to play shinobido in a third-
person view. it's such a simple thing to fix, but it's also one of those issues that just becomes

accepted and forgotten as you play the game. there are also a number of other issues that can't be
easily fixed. many levels will have a single guard walking around, or patrolling a perimeter while

you're meant to be sneaking around in a specific area. these guards will just see you wherever you
are, but you won't be able to attack them. either you'll get attacked by them or they'll just see you
like a ghost. the last thing is that you'll be going into areas where you're meant to be sneaking, and
a guard will be conveniently standing right there, and you can't do anything about it. it seems like a
simple problem, but it's one of those things that just becomes accepted as an issue with the game. i
just don't see how it's possible to produce a top-down game that looks this good. it's got a great 3d
effect, the world is beautifully rendered with an emphasis on detail, and the way the game draws in
the player with its story and characters is all great. but for as much as the game looks good, it has

one huge problem: it's far too easy. as a result, i just played like a child and ran around being a ninja
and a complete pain in the ass. i even managed to defeat my first boss without shooting a single

bullet, which is a feat no one should be able to do. it's a shame, as shinobido has such potential, but
as with most video games, i just wasn't having any fun playing it. at least i had the added bonus of

being able to smash the controller off the table when i was bored.
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